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Psych 3102
Introduction to Behavior genetics

Lecture 24
Genetics of personality disorders

- evidence points to continuous variation linking 
normal personality  dimensions with personality 
disorders and some psychopathologies

normal personality psychopathology
personality dimension disorder

low high extreme

neuroticism obsessive-compulsive obsessive-compulsive
personality anxiety disorder

mood variation borderline depression

????? schizotypal schizophrenia

(paranoid) (schizoid)
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A personality disorder is defined as:

a personality trait that causes significant impairment or distress

• not classified as a clinical syndrome
• compared with long-term, early-onset disorders, same axis 

as mental retardation
Prevalence  = 6 – 9%        US    (rate of having any disorder)

females > males

DSMIV recognizes 10 personality disorders
- 4 studied by behavioral geneticists:

obsessive-compulsive
borderline
schizotypal
antisocial
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Antisocial personality disorder
• psychopathic/sociopathic personality
• at least 18 years old
• onset before age 15 (diagnosed as CD)
• continuing into adulthood

• criminal record  (stealing)
• social disapproval
• irresponsible
• disregard for truth     lying    cheating
• aggressive     lack of empathy
• reckless

Prevalence    males 4%        females 1%

Good correlation between clinical, legal and personality measures 
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Family and adoption studies

• ASP appears to run in families
• adoption studies indicate similarity within family is due to 

genes not shared environment

Males:   prevalence = 4%
first degree relative risk = 20%   whether reared at 

home or adopted away

Females:  prevalence = 1%
first degree relative risk = 10%
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Twin studies

• population studies
• personality questionnaire
• similar results from several studies
Rhee & Waldman (2002)
Meta-analysis of 51 twin and adoption studies on antisocial 

behavior:       heritability = 0.41
Lyons et al (1995)
Longitudinal study, 3000 pairs of male twins 
correlations as adults:   MZ = 0.47     e2 = 50% c2= 10% 

DZ = 0.27 a2 = 40%
as adolescents:     MZ = 0.39 e2 = >50% c2=40%

DZ = 0.33 a2  = <10%
Genetic influences increase, shared e decreases over time

Relationship to other problems
Criminality ~40% male

~8% female
Danish study
1000+ twin pairs, all male twins born 1881-1910, criminality assessed
from police records    

Prevalence   =    20 - 30% depending on age
Concordances   MZ = 51%    adult criminality

DZ = 30%

overestimate of gene effect due to participation in crime together by MZ twins
- very modest gene effect for criminality
- similar modest effect reported from adoption studies, property crimes
- GxE interaction: criminal bio parents

criminal adoptive parents

interaction with alcohol use and aggression

diagnosed with ASP

highest rate of criminality
in adopted
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Alcohol use increases aggression in those with 
antisocial personality disorder 

Role of genotype in the cycle of violence in 
maltreated male children  Caspi et al (2002) Science 297

• study provides evidence for a GxE interaction in response of 
children to abuse

abuse + low MAOA levels � higher rates of ASP in later life
12% of cohort � 44% of cohort’s violent convictions

From previous studies: 
boys who experience abuse (erratic, coercive, punitive parenting)
have higher risk for CD, ASP, 50% increased risk of becoming 
criminals, increased risk for violent crime

BUT large differences in response, most abused boys do NOT suffer any 
disorders  why the differences in response?

Answer:  G x E interaction        - variant forms of the MAOA gene moderate the 
response to maltreatment

MAOA = monoamine oxidase A       X chromosome
- an enzyme involved in neurotransmitter metabolism (inactivates NE, 

serotonin, dopamine) 
- increased gene expression lowers risk for ASP and aggression
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Comorbidity between alcoholism and 
externalizing disorders

COGA   Collaborative study of the Genetics of Alcoholism
- Washington University, St Louis  + other centers

- longitudinal study of a sample of high risk offspring of alcoholic parents
- assessed at ages 13 – 17 so far            n = 1333

Substantial comorbidity within the sample
Rates of disorders: alcohol dependence  5.2%

conduct disorder  17.8%
ADHD   12.8%
ODD  14.9%      (oppositional defiant disorder)

CD, ADHD, ODD all conferred sig. risk for concurrent alcohol 
dependence

what might cause this comorbidity?

Genetic and environmental influences on 
behavioral disinhibition

Young et al   American Journal of Medical Genetics 
(Neuropsychiatric genetics) 2000

- study aimed to investigate comorbidity among childhood 
disruptive behavioral disorders:

conduct disorder
ADHD externalizing behaviors
ASP
early substance abuse

- co-occurrence shows familial aggregation
- no evidence for large shared environment effects
- possibly pleiotropic genes underlie the comorbidity
population-based twin study    n = 334 pairs      12 – 18 years old
DSMIV symptom counts obtained for:
1. conduct disorder 3. substance experimentation
2. ADHD 4. novelty-seeking
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novelty-seeking (NS) Cloninger personality dimension
- heritable  (30 – 40%)
- tendency to show exploratory activity in pursuit of rewards and avoidance 

of monotony

- increased levels associated with increased risk for CD  ASP   ADHD
early-onset drinking

Aim of study – to find evidence for a latent trait termed 
‘behavioral disinhibition’:  inability to inhibit behavior in spite 
of social/familial/educational consequences

- an executive function deficit
Latent trait analysis revealed strong evidence for the latent trait:
- it accounted for between 16 and 42% of observed variance for 

the 4 measures
- it was highly heritable a2 = 0.84       e2 = 0.16     c2  = 0

Other sources of variance for the measures:
7% c2  for CD           45% c2 for substance experimentation
5% genetic dominance for ADHD     20% dominance for NS


